
開催期間： From 2012-Jun-24 to 2012-Sep-17 

    

スタッフ： 12 members 

    

支援者： A lecturer of seminar: Coach & Partners Inc, 3 companies as advisers, 6 companies as Judges of presentation. 

    

予算： Budget： 5,500 US Dollar 

    

利益／損失： None 

    

誰の為に？ 812 thousand people living in Niigata City. 

    

目的： 
Objective the objective of JCI Niigata is training, supporting, and creating the opportunity to start action for the young 

people who create positive change to the local community.<br> 
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The purposes of this project are:<br> 

<br> 

1.Development of young people<br> 

Supporting young people to have a dream and a vision to realize our better future and supporting 

them to think of how to attain it.<br> 

<br> 

2.Building a supporting organization<br> 

Building a network from society including the members of JCI Niigata to support young 

people&rsquo;s dream.<br> 

<br> 

3.Creating the opportunities to move into the action<br> 

Creating the opportunities that young people learn how to realize their dream and have a presentation 

to move into the action.<br> 

  

 

*The society of Japan that filled with pessimistic feeling for long term economic downturn.<br> 

*The condition that makes young people hard to have a dream.<br> 

*The innovation for the better future cannot be developed without the existence of people challenging 

something new.<br>   

Therefore, we argued that we need to provide the opportunities that youg people develop themselves 

to be talented to create positive change, and we provided this activity.<br> 

    

概要： 
The flow of the program<br> 

<br> 

Before the program<br> 全部で 4００字以上 



1. We set up a homepage of this activity and invited teams of students and people from society to 

support the students&rsquo; dreams.<br> 

2. We built up an organization to support  the sutudents&rsquo; dreams and set up the supporting 

condition on the internet as a mailing list.<br> 

<br> 

In the program<br> 

3. First of all, we had a two-days Seminar for all people relating this activity to explain the theme of this 

program.<br> 

<br> 

The students mainly learned the how to grow themselves to be creative and realize their dream like 

below.<br> 

*How it is substantial to serve for others or society more than just acting based on the self-desire. <br> 

*How to solve the problems by own action without depending to the others or criticizing others.<br> 

*How to never give up achieving own dream and keep thinking positively and solving the problems by 

themselves. <br> 

*The importance of challenging to the dream and creating impressive value for the society, and how to 

present to the others.<br> 

<br> 

The people from society, &quot;supporters&quot;, learned additionally, how to motivate the others and 

how to support mutually, to be a better supporter for the students.<br> 

<br> 

4.We provided the opportunities four times for all student teams to exchange opinions with supporters 

and discuss the problems to realize their dreams.<br> 

5. Between the chances to exchange opinions, we set up the opportunity to exchange opinions with 

supporters individually several times. The supports advised for more individual problems and kept 

motivating students not to let them give up their dreams.<br> 

6. Finally, students presented their dreams; that they made by themselves to create positive change 

for the society, based on the technique that is called &quot;Dream Presentation&quot; a method of 

presentation to move audiences&rsquo; mind by speaking with picture images and music. <br>  



<br> 

After the program<br> 

7. We had  a debriefing session of the students after moving into the real action to realize their 

dream. <br> 

8. We published proposal document to tell the result from this program.<br> 

9. After that, this program was developed widely in a prefecture, as an opportunity that young people 

speak out their dream, the first convention will set up in 2013. <br> 

    

    

結果： 

JCI Niigata had promoted JCI Mission and JCI Vision through this program:<br> 

<br> 

1.Training of young people<br> 

Young people drew a vision each other to create positive change to the society. And they created the 

method to realize the vision. 

<br> 

2.Creating a supporting network<br> 

The supporting network which is organized by members of society including the members of JCI 

Niigata trained young people to be able to contribute to the society.<br> 

<br> 

3.Creating an opportunity to start action<br> 

Young people learned the method to realize their dreams from their  supporters. Some of them 

moved to the action after the presentation. One member proposed the society that disabled people 

can contribute to the work more than people with healthy body by using artificial robot arms. The 

person realized one of the dreams that solves trouble of people or society by using technology.<br> 



  

 

Before this program, the students told that they did not have dreams or they only had  a dream like fill 

out their self-desire.<br> 

However, it was not true that the students had no dreams. They just did not know how to challenge to 

their dreams. So, through this program, they drew up the story by themselves to create positive 

change in their society.<br> 

<br> 

1. To spread out the idea of local supply and local consumption of energy, challenge to the most 

hardest marathon in the world held on Atacama desert by creating electric energy as an 

ene-runner.<br> 

2. Proposal of providing gamification for the medical care of the mental disease. It is using analysis of 

own action from virtual space  

to solve the problem in real world.<br> 

3. The existence of uninhabited stores is a symbol of peace in Japan. By using Information 

Technology, develop uninhabited stores more matching into modern society as a symbolic service of 

world peace.<br> 

4. Leaving the record of own life to the future by digital data, people can find out or adjust own living 

way by reviewing the past. <br> 

5. For supporting children of uneconomic countries, not only building a guesthouse but also keeping 

the connection by using application software of smartphone. Then, keep teaching children about world 

economy from real communication through the application.<br> 

6. To make a borderless society for disabled people, develop robot suit to extend their work ability and 

increase the number of employment.<br> 



  

The young people presented their dream-plans to the society<br> 

*finished the Atacama desert marathon as an ene-runnner, now planning next challenge to spread out 

the idea of local supply and local consumption of energy<br> 

*are preparing to establish a company necessary to provide the service that they drew in 

dream-plans.<br> 

*are preparing to go abroad to know about the real condition of developing countries as a 

volunteer.<br> 

*are planning to go abroad to study high level of technology in the field.<br> 

    

    



行動： 

May.10 Start registration of students<br> 

May.10 Start registration of supporters<br> 

May.10 Set up homepage<br> 

Jun.24 The 1st briefing session<br> 

Jul.1 The 2nd briefing session<br> 

From Jul.2 to Aug.9 Individual consultation meeting<br> 

Aug.10 The 1st whole consultation meeting<br> 

From Aug.11 to Aug.28 Individual consultation meeting<br> 

Aug.29 The 2nd whole consultation meeting<br> 

From Aug.30 to Sep.8 Individual consultation meeting<br> 

Sep.9 The 3rd whole consultation meeting<br> 

From Sep.10 to Sep.15 Individual consultation meeting<br> 

Sep.16 The 4th whole consultation meeting<br> 

Sep.17 Presentation<br> 

Oct.16 Upload the movie of presentation<br> 

Oct.17 Start distributing proposal document<br> 

Nov.1 The 1st debrief session<br> 

Dec.9 Participation to the 2012 World convention of dream-plan presentation<br>  

Feb.19 Send-off party to the Atacama desert marathon<br> 

Feb.23 Start preparing 2013 Dream-plan Presentation in Niigata<br> 

Apr.21 The 2nd debrief session (After the marathon)<br> 

Aug.25 2013 Dream-plan Presentation<br> 
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考察や推奨 

 

One of the advantages of JCI is human network which stores good  knowledge and experiences. We 

use the advantage to learn what to do to create positive change for the society.<br> 

We provided this program because it included all factors to think of creating positive change for the 

society.<br> 

<br> 

The best method to learn something is teaching it to the others. 

When we teach something, we have to learn much more before the teaching. Therefore, we have 

effort and learn good knowledge more than assumption.<br> 

<br> 

Assistants can learn how to create talented people to create positive change into the society through 

this program which is using the method of dream-plans presentation. <br> 

<br> 

We achieved the contents of JCI Mission.<br> 

We provided this program to achieve our mission that let People grow up to be active citizens and be 

Jaycees who create positive change for the society.<br> 

    



  

 

Result more than the assumption:<br> 

1. All students started drawing dream-plan to serve for the society or the others.<br> 

2. After the presentation, there was a scene that students started forming circle and promised to 

realized their dream each other.<br> 

3. Some assistant of this program were influenced from this activity and tried developing this program 

more widely. As a result of it, Dream-plan presentation in Niigata was established.<br> 

<br> 

Factor and Device:<br> 

1. To let students learn about the meaning to serve for the society or the others at the beginning to be 

a talented person to create positive change for the society. And set up the condition that they can 

receive consultation.<br> 

2. To organize supporters and to let supporters work with students to draw their dream plans together. 

It worked mutually well to be more serious.<br> 

3.By letting supporters keeping in touch with students&rsquo; plan making, they are influenced from 

young peoples&rsquo; emotion and step into the program more. <br> 

4. It was easily developed as a community program because we organized supports with many people 

from society, not JCI members.<br> 



  

Result out of the assumption:<br> 

1. Because supports listened to the young people&rsquo;s voice earnestly, lots of great idea like 

something no one achieved, something need very high technology, and something poiting out the true 

nature of the problems were flowed out.<br> 

2. Because we decided the rules that supports cannot deny the ideas from students and advise to 

improve their plans, consultations were progressed very positively. <br> 

  

Points of this activity:<br> 

1. What we took in the world wide method of dream-plan presentation that is very useful to develop 

mutual support to create better society.<br> 

2. What we set up the opportunities to learn about the factors to be talented person who creates 

positive change for the society.<br> 

3. What we invited many people from society to aim this program develop in the community.<br> 

<br> 

message for the JCI members:<br> 

1. The importance of keeping assistance for this program, even if the members in charge are changed 

from single fiscal year system of JCI.<br> 
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  Recommendations 



  

News paper article:<br> 

Jun.2 Yomiuri News  (# of copies:110thousand)<br> 

Sep.13 Japan Economic News  (# of copies:40thousand)<br> 

Sep.15 Yomiuri News  (# of copies:110thousand)<br> 

Sep.19 Niigata Nippo News (# of copies:480thousand)<br> 

Nov.27 Mainichi News (# of copies:20thousand)<br> 

Jan.15 Niigata Nippo News (# of copies:480thousand)<br> 

 


